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Rulers of the Islamic world considered it an honor to 
send contributions of money and food to Mecca, the 
birthplace of Muhammad and site of the Ka{ba, and 
Medina, the locus of the house, mosque, and tomb of 
the Prophet and the city from which Islam was spread. 
The Ottoman sultans followed this tradition, sending by 
pilgrimage caravan not only money and provisions but 
also precious gifts. Monetary donations were packed 
in bags (Arabic sing. ªurra; Turkish surre or kese) for 
transport to the holy places; the pilgrimage caravan 
hence came to be called ªurra throughout the Islamic 
world. The term ma¥mal (from Arabic ¥amala, to carry) 
is also used, particularly in Egypt, in reference to this 
holy voyage; written mahmel in Turkish, it is defined 
as “two small rooms covered with cloth, with a pyra-
midal top like a tent, placed on a camel, in each of 
which [rooms] a man may sit…[and] travel protected 
against the sun, and in [which] precious goods may 
be carried.”1 In Ottoman times, mules and camels 
formed the caravan that carried monetary donations 
of the sultans, other precious gifts, and members of 
the ruling family. Set atop a decorated camel, the 
mahmel-i ×erif, which carried only the Qur}an and, in 
later times, the keys of the Ka{ba, had special symbolic 
meaning. Its covers were ceremoniously renewed each 
year at the time of the Hajj. 

Sending the surre to the Ka{ba on camels adorned 
with decorated tents is a tradition that dates back to 
the time of the Prophet; a sixteenth-century painting 
depicts Muhammad transporting his own family from 
Mecca to Medina in such a tent.2

 The year 1517 marks a crucial turning point in the 
history of the Ottoman state: the Hijaz, until then 
under the governance of the Mamluks, became Otto-
man territory as a result of the Battle of Ridaniye, led 
and won by Sultan Selim I (r. 1512–20). As a result, 
Selim and his successors adopted the title of Hadimü 
’l-Haremeyn-i ×erifeyn (servants of the two holy sanctu-
aries [Mecca and Medina]): for example, in a letter 
in which Mahmud II (r. 1808–39) lists the countries 

and cities over which he rules,3 he refers to himself 
as, “I, who am the servant and the ruler of Mecca the 
Blessed, Medina the Radiant, and the shrine of Mas-
jid al-Aqsa and Jerusalem the Holy…” (Ben ki, [...] 
ve Mekke-i Mükerreme ve Medine-i Münevvere ve Ýarem-
i Mescid-i A_sa ve ^udüs-i Øerif-i Mub¸rek’in h¸dim ve 
h¸kimi…). 

After conquering Egypt, Selim I openly pronounced 
that the mahmel would from then onwards be sent by 
the Ottoman sultans: “To arrange for the peoples’ 
livelihoods and to assume the duties of preparing 
the Bayt al-Haram mahmels has henceforth become a 
binding duty that I swear to uphold, by the neck of 
my unrestrainable horse” (Halkæn ya×amæna düzen ver-
mek ve de Beyt-ül Ýaram mahmellerini hazærlamak bun-
dan böyle durdurulmaz atæmæn boynuna borc olmu×tur).4 
After issuing this statement, Selim appointed Khayr 
Beg governor of Egypt, asking him to prepare the 
mahmel-i ×erif and assigning him the duty of procur-
ing supplies for the pilgrimage troops going to the 
holy lands.5 At the same time, the sultan sent a simi-
lar decree to Damascus, ordering that the Damascus 
mahmel be prepared.6

 The tradition of regularly sending surre proces-
sions to the Haramayn (Two Sanctuaries, i.e., Mecca 
and Medina) before the Ottoman conquest dates as 
far back as the reign of the Abbasid caliph al-Muqta-
dir Bi’llah (908–32). The Fatimids (r. 909–1171) sent 
money in hopes of reconciling the Hijaz to their rule; 
the Mamluks (1250–1517) sent yearly allotments of 
grain and set rules for the ceremonial dispatch of the 
surre. The tradition continued throughout the Otto-
man period until 1915, the amount of money sent by 
the Ottomans after the conquest always exceeding that 
donated by other states.7 

 While various sources record that the first Otto-
man sultan to send a surre procession to the Hara-
mayn was Mehmed I (r. 1413–21), M. Atalar argues 
that the first was actually Bayezid I (r. 1389–1402), 
Meh med‘s father, although the practice was not yet an 
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official duty.8 The chronicler A×ækpa×azade mentions 
that Mehmed I had hospices (imaret) built in Mecca 
and Medina and sent monies to the two cities. The 
surre was sent during the reigns of Murad II (1421–
51) and Mehmed II (1451–81) as well, and during the 
reign of Bayezid II (1481–1512) amounted to 14,000 
gold ducats.9 Sending it became an official duty of 
the Ottoman state from the reign of Sultan Selim I 
(1512–20) onwards;10 200,000 gold pieces (filori) went 
to Mecca and Medina during Selim I’s reign.11

One of the economic consequences of Ottoman rule 
in the Hijaz, therefore, was the transfer of substantial 
amounts of money to the pious people living in these 
sacred places.12 Money sent with the surre was distrib-
uted to the inhabitants of Mecca and Medina, the 
needy, the Bedouins of Mecca, the envoys who deliv-
ered the gifts, and the pilgrims who came to visit the 
Haramayn. These expenditures were covered by the 
revenues from various pious endowments; the amount 
was decided by the sultan himself. S. Faroqhi draws 
attention to the fact that an endowment in the town 
of Konya Ereqlisi established for the purpose of rais-
ing money to be sent to Medina already existed dur-
ing the reign of Mehmed II. In the fifteenth century, 
most such endowments were located in Egypt; however, 
by the sixteenth century they began to appear on the 
Balkan frontiers of the Ottoman Empire as well.13

H. Tezcan estimates that the Ottoman tradition of 
sending textile covers to the holy lands started during 
the reign of Süleyman I (1520–66). She bases her argu-
ment on the fact that the earliest extant door curtain 
and band for the Ka{ba carry his name.14 Süley man 
had manuscripts illustrated with miniatures depict-
ing the Ka{ba and had the irrigation system of Mecca, 
and of the Ka{ba itself, repaired. Although there exist 
no documents referring to a surre during the reign 
of Süleyman’s son Selim II, surres are recorded to 
have been sent by Murad III (1574–95), Mehmed III 
(1595–1603), Ahmed I (1603–17), Mustafa I (1617–
18, 1622–23), Osman II (1618–22), Murad IV (1623–
40), Mehmed IV (1648–87), Ahmed II (1691–95), Mus-
tafa II (1695–1703), Ahmed III (1703–30), Mahmud 
I (1730–54), Mustafa III (1757–74), Abdülhamid I 
(1774–89), Selim III (1789–1807), Mahmud II (1808–
39), Abdülmecid I (1839–61), Abdülaziz (1861–76), 
Abdülhamid II (1876–1909), and Mehmed V (Re×ad) 
(1909–18).15 This documentation suffices to prove that 
the Ottoman state meticulously carried on the surre 
tradition through 1915. Sultan Mehmed VI (Vahded-
din) (1918–22) had one sent even though the Ara-

bian peninsula was no longer under Ottoman control 
during his reign.16

With the annual Surre-i hümayun (imperial surre 
procession), the Ottoman state sent donations of 
textile covers and money. The most precious among 
the covers were the kiswa that clothed the Ka{ba, the 
embroidered curtain for its door, and the surround-
ing band that carried the name of the donating sul-
tan. Each year the surre processions brought new cov-
ers to Mecca (for the Ka{ba) and to Medina (for the 
Prophet’s tomb, known as the Ravza-æ Mutahhara, and 
for the graves of the Companions of the Prophet). 
These covers were adorned with Qur{anic verses and 
prayers arranged in stacked chevron, or zigzag, rows, 
with inscriptions sometimes supplemented with sprays 
of flowers. Some of these textiles, once used, were 
brought back to Istanbul; others were distributed as 
holy relics to the pilgrims, in keeping with the tradi-
tional words of {A}isha (Muhammad’s youngest wife): 
“... you [shall] sell those covers and spend the money 
you earn for the poor and the travelers who are on 
their way to Allah.”17

RAVZA-I MUTAHHARA TEXTILES IN THE 
TOPKAPI PALACE MUSEUM

The Topkapæ Palace Museum collection of over six 
hundred religious textiles dating from the sixteenth 
to the twentieth century—intact or in pieces, dated 
or not—is material evidence of this tradition. Since 
there are no extant surre textiles from previous eras, 
those in the Topkapæ collection are of unique docu-
mentary value. They may be classified and examined 
under three categories: “Mecca the Blessed” covers, 
“Medina the Radiant” covers, and the reused forms  
of both types. 

This article primarily concerns the “Medina the 
Radiant” covers and their reuse. These zigzag epi-
graphic weavings are depicted in many illustrations 
of the Ravza-æ Mutahhara.18 In reference to the cov-
ers woven for Medina, S. Faroqhi notes, 

In 1577–78, the shaykh al-¥aram [Governor of Medina] 
pointed out to the central administration that the door 
curtains and the coverings over the Prophet’s tomb and 
the graves of his associates all were in urgent need of 
renewal. A list of all the textiles currently in the mosque 
was forwarded to Istanbul, where it possibly may still 
be found in one of the less accessible corners of the 
archives. In 1594–5, the covering for the Prophet’s grave 
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was manufactured in Istanbul, while the curtains and 
other items were ordered from Egypt. Unfortunately, it 
is impossible to determine whether in the intervening 
years the old decorations had continued in use or whether 
this was already the next renewal of the set.19

The textiles classified as of the “Medina the Radiant” 
type, since they were woven for the tomb of Muham-
mad in Medina, display horizontal zigzag rows contain-
ing Qur{anic verses and prayers. Patterning of their 
designs follows what is known as a straight repeat, with 
technical repeat units (for these textiles, the technical 
repeat unit is the minimum pattern area that contains 
no repetition) placed directly side by side and one 
above another. Warp and weft are of silk, and the 
weave is lampas20 or kemha,21 with satin ground and 
twill patterning. The green-ground textiles of this type 
may be divided into eight groups, primarily on the 
basis of elements in their design schemes: (I) palmette 
group; (II) pear-shaped medallion group; (III) metal 
thread group; (IV) dated group; (V) hanging lamp 
group; (VI) unflowered dark green group; (VII) metal 
thread dark green group; and (VIII) Jacquard-woven 
group. There are also red-ground “Medina the Radi-
ant” textiles, which are classified here as follows: (IX) 
pot-shaped medallion group; (X) extra-band group; 
(XI) dominant metal thread group; (XII) pink-ground 
group; (XIII) orange on pink-ground group; and (XIV) 
Jacquard-woven group. 

Green-ground Ravza-i Mutahhara textiles

I. Palmette group
An example (24/365: figs. 1 and 2) of the first green-
ground group in the Topkapæ Palace Museum col-
lection is one of eight fragments22 of what was once 
the background cloth to which was sewn an embroi-
dered panel with a mihrab design. (The embroidered 
panel—see below—and the palmette-group fragments 
show considerable independent deterioration, indi-
cating that they have long been separated.) On the 
fragment, following an unpatterned 8 cm at the lower 
end, a row of palmettes appears on an open, dark 
brownish-green ground (2a), followed by an inscrip-
tion in Kufic script within a narrow zigzag band 
(2b), a taller, cursive zigzag inscription (2c), another 
narrow Kufic-inscribed band (2d), and a final row 
of inverted palmettes (which are actually pendants 
to the next narrow zigzag band, the beginning of 
the next technical repeat unit).23 The palmettes are 
cream-colored and outlined in red. The wider zigzag 

band contains the shah¸da (profession of faith): l¸ 
il¸ha ill¸ All¸h wa Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h (There is 
no god but God, and Muhammad is the Prophet of 
God); the narrow band below it is inscribed ra¤iya 
All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº 
wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn (May God the Mighty 
be pleased with Abu Bakr, {Umar, {Uthman, {Ali and 
all of the rest of the Companions) and the one above 
it with Qur}an 9:33 or 61:9, “It is He Who has sent 
His Apostle with guidance and the Religion of Truth, 
that he may proclaim it over all religion, even though 
the pagans may detest it.”24 The large inscription is 
cream-colored and outlined in red. The selvages, of 
cream-colored satin, are quite broad (0.7 cm). 

The embroidered panel (not illustrated here) once 
appliquéd to the palmette-group textile of which 24/365 
is a fragment provides clues for dating the palmette-
group textiles.25 It contains the following inscriptions: 
in a cartouche at the very top is Qur}an 33:45: “O 
Prophet, truly We have sent thee as a witness, a bearer 
of glad tidings, and a warner.” Within an arch sup-
ported on columns is a hanging lamp, flanked by 
cartouches inscribed ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr 
wa-{Umar / wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba 
ajma{ºn. Beneath the hanging lamp, flanked by lighted 
candles, is a pear-shaped form enclosing the inscrip-
tion ya ras¢l All¸h mawl¸n¸ al-sul«¸n Mu¥ammad ya«lub 
al-shaf¸{a. H¸dh¸ b¸b al-sh¸mº (O Messenger of God, our 
lord Sultan Mehmed asks for intercession. This is the 
Syrian Gate [one of the gates to the city of Medina: 
according to the inscription, the site where the cur-
tain was hung]). Although this panel is undated, thus 
offering no clue as to which Mehmed is referred to, 
Hülya Tezcan suggests that he is Sultan Mehmed III (r. 
1595–1603), since the angular script and palmettes of 
the textile to which the panel was sewn are hallmarks 
of a Mamluk style still in use during his reign.

Some examples from the palmette group are woven 
on grass-green grounds.26 On such textiles, which fea-
ture the same design and inscriptions, the script and 
the outlining of the zigzags are cream-colored, and 
the woven selvages are yellow. 

II. Pear-shaped medallion group
Members of the second group, those displaying pear-
shaped medallions, show certain variations among 
themselves. On the first example illustrated (24/343: 
fig. 3),27 inscribed medallions surrounded by rich split-
leaf (r¢mº) ornament are surmounted by a narrow 
zigzag band, a wider band, another narrow band, and a 
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Fig. 2. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 
24/365. (Author’s schematic rendering)   

Fig. 1. Fragment of a Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover.Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/365. (Author’s photo: used with permission of 
the Topkapæ Palace Museum)

Fig. 3. Fragment of a Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/343. (Author’s photo: used with permission of 
the Topkapæ Palace Museum) 

second row of medallions; the series is then repeated, 
starting from the first Kufic-inscribed band. Placed on 
the open, dark brownish-green ground, the medallions 
are red, decorated in cream. The inscriptions within 
and outside the pear-shaped medallions read (top 
to bottom): ... wa-kaf¸ bi’ll¸h shahºdan (“And enough 
is God for a witness,” the end of Qur}an 4:79) and 
Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h (Muhammad is the Prophet of 
God). In the wider band is inscribed the shah¸da. The 
lower Kufic band reads ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr 
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Fig. 4. Mihrab-æ Nebî curtain. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/2001. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ Palace 
Museum) 
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Fig. 5. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 24/348. 
(Author’s schematic rendering) 

wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba 
ajma{ºn, and the upper one contains Qur}an 9:33/61:9 
(see above). The letters of the large inscription are 
of cream, outlined in red; the cream-ground zigzag 
bands are likewise outlined in red; the wide, woven 
selvages are yellow.

 The dating of the group is again made possible by 
reference to Mihrab-æ Nebî  curtains. On the embroi-
dered mihrab-design panel of one such example, 
24/397 (not illustrated), appears an inscription, al-
sul«¸n Mur¸d ya«lub al-shafa{a y¸ ras¢l All¸h. H¸dh¸ b¸b 
al-sh¸mº (Sultan Murad seeks intercession, o Messen-
ger of God. This is the Syrian Gate). Tezcan suggests 
that the sultan named is Murad IV (r. 1623–40).28 
The said inscription appears in an arched niche from 
the top of which hang three lamps. Above this niche 
appears a hadith that begins, Q¸la {alayhi al-sal¸m (So 
said [the Prophet], peace be upon him). On the lin-
ing of the panel is written b¸b al-sh¸mº. The embroi-
dered panel remains stitched onto a textile belong-
ing to the pear-shaped medallion group, suggesting 
a date for the group as well. 

 The mihrab-design panel of another curtain 
(24/2001) bordered by pieces of a pear-shaped medal-
lion group textile has the same compositional scheme 
(fig. 4). In the uppermost cartouche above the niche 
appears Qur}an 16:123, “So We have taught thee the 
inspired [message], ‘follow the ways of Abraham the 
true in faith, and he joined not gods with God.’”29 
The inscription in the central section reads All¸h, 
al-sul«¸n Mur¸d ya«lub al-shafa{a y¸ ras¢l All¸h. H¸dh¸ 
b¸b al-¥anºfº (God. Sultan Murad seeks intercession, 
o Messenger of God. This is the Hanifi Gate). As on 
24/397, the pear-shaped medallions on the surround-

ing textile are woven in red and cream and inscribed 
either All¸h or al-B¸qº (the Everlasting). In the wide 
zigzag band appears the shah¸da; in the lower nar-
row band is ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar 
wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn, 
and in the upper band appears Qur}an 9:33/61:9 
(see above). The letters of the wide band are woven 
in cream and outlined in red. 

There is also a textile of the same design scheme 
woven on a grass-green ground (24/647-155). In some 
cases (e.g., 24/343 [fig. 3] and 24/348 [fig. 5]) but 
not all, the centers of the pear-shaped medallions in -
scribed All¸h or al-B¸qº are red. The fact that the pal-
mettes have been transformed into medallions and 
that the inscriptions in the narrow bands are no lon-
ger so angular indicates a transition from Mamluk to 
Ottoman style. 

III. Metal thread group
Members of the third group include both green- and 
brown-ground textiles. Furthermore, there are also 
textiles with four colors that show characteristics of 
the group. For the dating of these textiles, we may 
again refer to the Mihrab-æ Nebî curtains, one of which 
belongs to the era of Sultan ~brahim (1640–48),30 and 
the other, dated 1131 (1718), to that of Ahmed III 
(1703–30).31 The embroidered panel of the former 
curtain (not illustrated) includes a column-supported 
arch from the top of which hangs a lamp; beneath 
this is a pear-shaped enclosure bearing the undated 
inscription y¸ ras¢l Allah mawl¸n¸ al-sul«¸n Ibr¸hºm ya«lub 
al-shaf¸{a. H¸dh¸ ghi«¸} al-muª¥af (O Messenger of God, 
our lord Sultan ~brahim seeks intercession. This is 
the cover of the Qur}an). In the cartouche above the 
niche is inscribed Qur}an 33:45 (see above). Above 
the lit candles within the niche appears ra¤iya All¸hu 
ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an 
baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn. The embroidered panel is 
sewn onto joined pieces of four-colored kemha belong-
ing to the metal-thread group. The selvages of some 
pieces are cream, while others are red—an indication 
that they were woven on different looms. The cloth 
is coarse and of low quality.  

In the later example (fig. 6), from the reign of 
Ahmed III, the top cartouche of the embroidered 
panel likewise contains Qur}an 33:45. Within the col-
umn-supported arch again appear a hanging lamp and 
a pear-shaped compartment, here inscribed y¸ ras¢l 
All¸h mawl¸n¸ al-sul«¸n A¥mad ya«lub al-shaf¸{a. H¸dh¸ li 
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Fig. 6. Mihrab-æ Nebî curtain. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/271. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ Palace 
Museum) 
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mi¥r¸b al-nabawº sana 1131 (O Messenger of God, our 
lord Sultan Ahmed seeks intercession. This is for the 
mihrab of the Prophet. Year 1131 [1719]). Within the 
cartouches on either side of the hanging lamp again 
appears ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-
{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn.   

The pieced, green-ground textile surrounding this 
embroidered panel is an example of the metal thread 
group also represented in the Topkapæ Palace collec-
tion by a length of fabric of full loom width (13/1659) 
(figs. 7 and 8 left).32 This group is characterized by 
technical repeats with heights of eight zigzag rows. The 
first row contains All¸h and Mu¥ammad on an open 
ground (8a); in the narrow zigzag band above this 
(8b) is inscribed with Qur}an 9:33/61:9 (see above); 
in the following wide zigzag band (8c) appears the 
shah¸da; and in the next narrow band (8d) is Qur}an 
33: 40, “Muhammad is not the father of your men, but 
[he is] the apostle of God, and the seal of the Proph-
ets, and God has full knowledge of all things.” All¸h 
and Mu¥ammad again appear on an open ground (8e), 
and above this, in the next narrow zigzag band (8f), 
is inscribed ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar 
wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn; 
the wide band above (8g) repeats the shah¸da; and 
the repeat unit ends with Qur}an 33:56 (“God and 
His angels send blessings on the Prophet; o ye that 
believe, send ye blessings on him, and salute him with 
all respect”) inscribed in the last narrow zigzag band 
(8h). Inscriptions within the wide bands are outlined 
in red. The loom width of the textile has four repeat 
units—four chevrons or zigzags. That the Qur}anic 
verses in the narrow bands make particular reference 
to the Prophet is an indication that the textile was 
woven for the Ravza-æ Mutahhara. 

Brown-ground textiles of the metal thread group 
likewise feature zigzag epigraphic designs that repeat 
after the eighth row (figs. 8 right and 9).33 Exam-
ples from this group are woven in kemha technique, 
with metal-wrapped silk thread used locally to high-
light All¸h and Mu¥ammad. After the appearance of 
these words on an expanse of open ground (8a), 
there follows ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar 
wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn in a 
narrow zigzag band (8b), the shah¸da in a wide band 
(8c), and Qur}an 33:56 (see above) in the next narrow 
band (8d). All¸h and Mu¥ammad are repeated on an 
expanse of open ground (8e), followed by a narrow 
band with Qur}an 9:33/61:9 (8f), a wide band (8g) with 
the shah¸da, and a last narrow band (8h) with most of 

Qur}an 33:40 (see above). The loom width again com-
prises four repeat units. The selvages are blue. Termi-
nating the d¸l in Mu¥ammad in the All¸h-Mu¥ammad 
rows is a split-leaf, or r¢mº, motif; such combining of 
script and vegetal ornament is characteristic of seven-
teenth-century Ottoman calligraphic art. 

Certain textiles woven on a four-colored background 
without metal thread also have the characteristic eight-
row epigraphic scheme of the metal-thread group. On 
one example (24/360), an inscription, ª¸¥ib al-khayr¸t 
Amºna Kh¸t¢n (the benefactor Amina Khatun), embroi-
dered on the textile in metal thread, implies that the 
fabric was donated by a charitable lady.

IV. Dated group
Two members (24/286, 24/288) of the fourth group 
of “Medina the Radiant” textiles have woven inscrip-
tions that contain dates (figs. 10, 11, and 12 left). 
Both read as follows: al-r¸j¢n shaf¸{at al-nabº Mu¥ammad 
R¸shid bin Muª«af¸ wa-Ab¢ Bakr bin Ýusayn wa-Ýusayn 
bin Sulaym¸n, 1206 (Those who hope for intercession 
by the Prophet [are] Muhammad Rashid b. Mustafa, 
Abu Bakr b. Husayn, and Husayn b. Sulayman, 1206 
[1791]).34  These inscriptions, contained within 
baroque frames, are repeated side by side across the 
width of the two textiles; they probably name the three 
ustas (masters) who wove them. Floral motifs between 
the lines of script add a decorative touch. On the 
back of one of the two textiles (24/288) is an oval, 
gray-colored stamp, so rubbed that it is unreadable. 
Elsewhere there are two lines of script and three names 
written in fine reed pen, also illegible, as well as three 
circles drawn by the same pen. These circles appear 
on the back of the second dated example (24/286) 
as well. The woven inscriptions on the two textiles 
repeat as follows, reading upwards: (12a) Qur}an 112 
(“Say: He is God the One and Only; God, the eternal, 
absolute; He begetteth not nor is He begotten; and 
there is none like unto Him”); (12b) All¸humma ªalli 
wa-sallim {al¸ ashraf al-anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn (O God, 
bless and grant peace to the noblest of the prophets 
and messengers); (12c) the last lines of Qur}an 28:88, 
“To Him belongs the command, and to Him will ye be 
brought back”; (12d) All¸h wa-l¸ siw¸hu All¸h (God: 
there is no equal to Him. God); (12e) Qur}an 33:56 
(see above); and (12f) the shah¸da, after which Qur}an 
112 recommences. On the back of another textile 
belonging to this group (24/1183) is written in pen 
Ahmed, Mustafa, ~brahim hediyesidir (“a present from 
Ahmed, Mustafa, ~brahim”), probably also a reference 
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Fig. 7. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 13/1659. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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to the master weavers who made the cloth. 
Another textile (24/1643), categorized in this group 

since it is decorated with flowers and resembles the 
examples described above, is woven on a green ground 
and has a six-part repeat consisting of three wide and 
three narrow zigzag bands (figs. 12 right and 13). 
The epigraphic content of the bands is as follows: 
(12a) All¸humma ªalli wa-sallim {ala ashraf al-anbiy¸} 
wa ’l-mursalºn; (12b) Qur}an 55:26–27 (“All that is on 
earth will perish: but will abide forever the face of 
thy Lord, full of majesty, bounty, and honor”); (12c) 
Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h ª¸diq al-wa{ad al-amºn (Muham-
mad is the Messenger of God, faithful to the sure prom-
ise); (12d) Man ªall¸ {alayya marratan ªall¸ All¸h {alayhi 
{ashr¸ (Whoever blesses me [the Prophet] once, God 
blesses him ten times); (12e) l¸ il¸ha ill¸ All¸h al-m¸lik 

Fig. 8. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 
13/1659 (left) and 24/358 (right). (Author’s schematic ren-
dering)   

al-¥aqq al-mubºn (There is no god but God, the Sover-
eign, the Truth, the Apparent; (12f) Man q¸la L¸ il¸ha 
ill¸ All¸h, dakhala al-janna (Whoever says, “There is 
no god but God” will enter paradise). There are two 
repeat units per loom width of the cloth. Added sel-
vages on both sides are hemstitched onto the textile 
with metallic thread. 

Included in this dated group are two more examples, 
which also bear resemblance to a black kiswa textile in 
the Topkapæ Palace Museum collection (24/997);35 all 
are ornamented with flowers between the inscriptions. 
Even though they exhibit the same design scheme 
as the other members of the group, one of them 
(24/2228) is wider (92 cm) than the rest, while the 
other (24/389) is woven on a pistachio-green ground. 
As a whole, this group shows characteristics of Otto-
man decorative arts of the eighteenth century. 

V. Hanging lamp group
The fifth group includes images of inscribed hang-
ing lamps (figs. 14, 15). Three remaining examples 
from this group are now found in the form of large 
lengths of loom-width fabrics in the Topkapæ Palace 
Museum collection.36 The epigraphic scheme repeats 
after the fourth row and, starting with the wide row 
of alternating lamps and circles, consists of y¸ karºm 
y¸ ghaf¢r ya rahºm ya ghaff¸r (O Generous One, o All-
Forgiving One, o Merciful One,  o Ever-Forgiving One) 
(15a); y¸ bin {Abbas tawaªªaln¸ ilayka kullam¸ narj¢hu 
min qurana ilayka ibn {ammi ¥abºbika sayyid walad {Adn¸n 
r¸wº al-¥adºth wa-tarjum¸n al-Qur}¸n. (O, Ibn Abbas, as 
the son of the uncle of the Beloved [Prophet], who is 
the master of the sons of Adnan, and as the teller of 
hadith and the interpreter of the Qur}an, we plead of 
you to transmit our prayers and our requests to our 
Prophet) (15b); All¸humma l¸ khayr¸ ill¸ khayra al-¸khira 
(O God, there is no benevolence other than that of 
the other world) (15c); and finally (15d), l¸ il¸ha ill¸ 
All¸h al-m¸lik al-¥aqq al-mubºn; Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h 
ª¸diq al-wa{ad al-amºn (There is no God but God, the 
Sovereign, the Truth, the Apparent; Muhammad is the 
Prophet of God, faithful to the sure promise.) This 
group differs from the others in design scheme. The 
example illustrated, apparently a special length woven 
to honor Ibn {Abbas.  is unusual in bearing no Qur}anic 
verses. A similar textile is preserved in the Textiles 
Section of the Victoria and Albert Museum.37
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Fig. 9. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/358. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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Fig. 10. Detail of dated inscription on a Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/288. (Author’s photo: used 
with permission of the Topkapæ Palace Museum)

VI. Unflowered dark green group 
Members of the sixth group of Ravza-æ Mutaharra tex-
tiles display inscriptions without floral decoration on 
dark green grounds. Some include the words wa-l¸ 
siw¸hu (and there is no equal to Him); others do not 
have this formula but follow the same organization. 
The inscription program of the example illustrated, 
24/386 (fig. 16),38 begins after 2 cm of unpatterned 
cloth and repeats after the fourth zigzag band. The 
zigzag pattern unit occurs twice across the loom width. 
The epigraphic program is as follows: the first wide 
band is inscribed All¸h rabbº wa-l¸ siw¸hu, Mu¥ammad 
¥abºb All¸h (God is my Lord and there is no equal to 
Him; Muhammad is the beloved of God); the narrow 
zigzag band above it reads ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº 

Bakr wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-
ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn; the second wide band reads al-ªal¸tu 
wa ’l-sal¸mu {alayka ya ras¢l All¸h (Blessings and peace 
upon thee, o Messenger of God); and the final narrow 
band is inscribed All¸humma ªalli wa-sallim {al¸ ashraf 
jamº{ al-anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn (O God, bless and grant 
peace to the noblest of all the prophets and messen-
gers). Textiles of this group including wa-l¸ siw¸hu 
are quite numerous in the Topkapæ Palace Museum 
collection.  

A second example, (24/382),39 has different inscrip-
tions that nevertheless follow the same scheme (fig. 
17), including two zigzags width-wise and four rows 
of inscriptions per repeat unit. In the wide lower 
band (17a) appears Qur}an 33:40, followed by the 
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Fig. 11. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover with dated inscription. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/286. (Author’s photo: used with permis-
sion of the Topkapæ Palace Museum)
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shah¸da (17b), Qur}an 33:56 (17c), and finally (17d) 
All¸humma ªalli {al¸ Mu¥ammad wa ¸lihi wa ªa¥¸bihi 
wa sallim (O God, bless Muhammad, his family, and 
his Companions). 

VII. Metal thread dark green group
The seventh group comprises coarser textiles with 
designs woven in metal thread on dark green grounds. 
One of the examples in this group (24/298) carries 
a design scheme that starts with an open triangular 
area below a wide zigzag band between two narrower 
ones (fig. 18). In the triangular area (18a) is inscribed 
All¸h Mu¥ammad All¸h rabbº (God. Muhammad. God. 
My Lord); in the following narrow band (18b) is ra¤iya 
All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº 
wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn; in the wide band (18c) 
appears the shah¸da; and in the final narrow band 
(18d) is part of Qur}an 2:144, “We see the turning 
of thy face to the heavens: now shall We turn thee 

to a qibla that shall please thee. Turn then thy face 
in the direction of the sacred Mosque: wherever ye 
are, turn your faces in that direction….” This kind of 
cloth, with its coarse texture and relatively careless 
calligraphy, dates from a later period and was not 
frequently used for the Ravza-æ Mutahhara.  

VIII. Jacquard-woven group
The last group of green-ground textiles comprises 
those woven on the Jacquard looms of the imperial 
~zmit-Hereke factory. One example (24/631), in the 
form of an unused roll of cloth (figs. 19 and 20 left),40 

typifies the late-nineteenth-century production on these 
mechanized looms. The epigraphic program is as fol-
lows: All¸hu rabbº wa-l¸ siw¸hu, Mu¥ammad ¥abºb All¸h 
(20a); wa-ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-
{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn (20b); 
al-ªal¸tu wa-’l-sal¸mu {alayka ya ras¢l All¸h (20c); and 
finally All¸humma ªalli wa-sallim {al¸ ashraf jamº{ wa ’l-
anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn (20d). A second example from 
this group (24/1198) is in the form of a panel framed 
by another textile (fig. 20 right).41

Red-ground Ravza-æ Mutahhara textiles

As stated above, among the textiles woven for the 
Ravza-æ Mutahhara are also examples woven on red 
grounds. 

IX. Pot-shaped medallion group (and X. Added-band 
group)
Among red-ground textiles, those belonging to the 
pot-shaped medallion group (as well as to the added-
band group, examples of which are not illustrated 
here) exhibit the shah¸da in one of the wide bands, 
with narrow bands below and above containing 
Qur}an 112 (see above) and 108, “To thee have We 
granted the fountain; therefore to thy Lord turn in 
prayer and sacrifice, for he who hateth thee will be 
cut off,” respectively. The second wide band contains 
r¢mº-embellished pot-shaped medallions with All¸h 
and Mu¥ammad inscribed within and above or below 
them. In the Topkapæ Palace Museum collection, two 
fragments (24/452 and 24/453—see fig. 21) are part 
of the same textile.42 A second example of the group 
(24/647-90, not illustrated) has the same pattern and 
epigraphic scheme 43 but exhibits more simplified 
outlines and lower weaving quality. A third example 
(24/481, not illustrated),44 also of lower quality, has 
blossoms resembling multi-armed stars between the 

Fig. 12. Technical repeat unit for Topkapæ Palace Museum 
24/286 (left) and 24/1643 (right). (Author’s schematic ren-
dering)
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Fig. 13. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/1643. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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Fig. 14. Textile invoking Ibn {Abbas. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/2153. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Top-
kapæ Palace Museum)
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inscriptions. Two cords stitched onto this textile indi-
cate that it was used as a curtain. It is made up of 
four pieces of similar type. 

 Another example (13/1647)45 has the same com-
position as other members of the group, including 
six zigzag-repeat units across the loom width (fig. 22). 
Since both the calligraphy and the outlining are no 
longer as meticulous and the silk texture is of lower 
quality, we may consider this an example of early-eigh-
teenth-century production. 

XI. Dominant metal thread group
The example representing this group (24/528) dis-
plays zigzag designs woven entirely in silver-wrapped 
silk thread on a red ground; the technical repeat 
unit comprises six rows of inscriptions,46 and appears 
twice across the loom width (fig. 23). In the lowest 
narrow band is Qur}an 112; in the wide band above it 
appears All¸humma ªalli wa-sallim {al¸ ashraf al-anbiy¸} 
wa ’l-mursalºn; following this in the narrow band is 
the end of Qur}an 28:88 (see above). The next wide 
band is inscribed All¸h wa-l¸ siw¸hu All¸h; above this is 
Qur}an 33:56; and in the top wide band is the shah¸da. 
This example is one of eight extant pieces of a single 
unique textile; that it contains so much silver and was 

processed for firmness after weaving suggests that it 
was a special commission.

XII. Pink-ground group
This group is represented by a textile approximately 
4 m in length  (24/482).47 Two zigzag-repeat units are 
placed width-wise; there are six bands of inscriptions 
per repeat unit. The epigraphic program, proceeding 
upward from the first wide band, is (1) All¸humma ªalli 
wa-sallim {al¸ ashraf al-anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn; (2) Qur}an 
28:88; (3) All¸h wa-l¸ siw¸hu All¸h; (4) Qur}an 33:56; 
(5) the shah¸da; and (6) Qur}an 112. In disposition of 
inscriptions, this example resembles the dated group 
of green-ground textiles (24/286 and 24/288). 

XIII. Orange on pink-ground group
From the end of the nineteenth century onwards there 
are signs of an accelerated search for innovation in 
inscribed fabrics. There is no longer adherence to 
the accustomed colors: in one example (24/516), 
unique in the collection, orange designs are woven 
on a pink ground.48 This textile is in two pieces, with 
bright green satin lining and edging. The epigraphic 
scheme on the cloth is as follows: (1) wa ra¤iya All¸h 
ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa {Umar wa {Uthm¸n wa {Alº wa 
{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba; (2) al-ªal¸tu wa ’l-sal¸mu {alayka 
y¸ ras¢l All¸h; All¸humma ªalli wa sallim {al¸ ashraf 
al-anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn; (3) rabbº All¸h wa-l¸ siw¸hu 
Mu¥ammad ¥abºb All¸h.

XIV. Jacquard-woven group
The red-ground Jacquard-woven group is exemplified 
by a roll of fabric (24/630)49 patterned in yellow. 
Its zigzag bands contain various prayers in thuluth 
script: All¸hu rabbº wa-l¸ siw¸hu Mu¥ammad ¥abºb All¸h; 
wa-ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar wa-{Uthm¸n 
wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn; al-ªal¸tu wa ’l-
sal¸mu {alayka y¸ ras¢l All¸h; and All¸humma ªalli wa 
sallim {al¸ ashraf j¸mi{ al-anbiy¸} wa ’l-mursalºn.

Of the epigraphic textiles made for Mecca or Medina, 
those woven on green grounds are generally asso-
ciated with Medina and those on red grounds with 
Mecca. There are, however, red-ground textiles that 
bear Qur}anic verses related to Medina; hence it is 
incorrect to infer the intended destination of these 
textiles solely on the basis of their color. More rel-
evant in their differentiation is the content of their 
Qur}anic verses—whether they refer to the Ka{ba or 
the Prophet.

Regarding disposition of these textiles after their 

Fig. 15. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 
24/2153. (Author’s schematic rendering)
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Fig. 16. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/386. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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use in the Haramayn, these sacred silks were tradition-
ally distributed among the sharºf (ruler of Mecca), the 
Banu Shayba (gatekeepers of the Ka{ba), and other 
Meccan notables, who cut the textiles into pieces and 
sold them to rich pilgrims, in compliance with the 
above-mentioned tradition.50 

 During the reign of Sultan Murad IV, for instance, 
a certain Ridwan Bey of Egyptian origin undertook 
the restoration of the Ka{ba, and in return for his ser-
vice was offered a Ka{ba cover at the time it was to be 
replaced; apparently, however, he refused this gift. Due 
to this practice of distribution (which was similar for 
the Medinan textiles), the black kiswas that clothed 
the Ka{ba, the red epigraphic zigzag covers used in its 
interior, and the green silken covers for the Ravza-æ 
Mutahhara came into widespread possession and are 
now in museums and private collections. Gold-embroi-
dered religious textiles such as the curtains woven for 
the Ka{ba door or the Ka{ba belt itself unfortunately 
did not fare as well: many were taken apart and the 
gold they contained melted down. 

Other such textiles, however, were forwarded to 
Istanbul and kept in the imperial palace. Uzunçar×ælæ 
reports: 

 It was set by code that the kiswas for the Ka{ba in Mecca 
and the Ravza-æ Mutahhara in Medina were to be renewed 
and that the used kiswas were to be brought back to 
Istanbul by the Emir of Mecca at the time of the acces-
sion ceremonies of the Ottoman sultans (cülus). These 
kiswas traveled back by land until they reached Üsküdar, 
where they were taken up ceremoniously and brought 
to Eyyub by sea to the tomb of Halid. From there, a 
cortege led by the ulema, shaykhs, sayyids, and high offi-
cials, accompanied by repetitive choral pronouncements 
affirming the greatness and uniqueness of Allah (tekbir 
and tehlil) brought the religious textiles to the palace 
following an itinerary that passed through Edirnekapæ. 
Since [the historian] Selaniki records such a procession 
in his chronicle of 1005 (1556), it appears that this tradi-
tion may be of a much earlier date.51 

The upkeep of the covers brought back to the palace 
was among the duties of the Avadancælar,52 supervised 
by the Treasury Steward (Hazine Kethüdasæ). Inciden-
tally, a rumor once spread that Mehmed Bey, who in 
1855 was a Keeper of the Privy Purse in the sultan’s 
household, had stolen the jewels on the Holy Relics 
and had some of the surre textiles thrown into a well 
in the palace and the rest into the sea off Sarayburnu. 
He was arrested in the palace, all the viziers were 
called to court and shown the Holy Relics, and it was 

Fig. 17. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 
24/382. (Author’s schematic rendering)

Fig. 18. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 
24/298. (Author’s schematic rendering)
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Fig. 19. Textile length (unused roll) made for the Ravza-æ Mutahhara. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/631. (Author’s photo: 
used with permission of the Topkapæ Palace Museum)
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confirmed that nothing was missing. What had actually 
happened was that Mehmed Bey, in his efforts to tidy 
up the Imperial Treasury, had inquired of the Saray 
Hocasæ (sultan’s advisor) about “what to do with the 
religious covers and their wrappings brought back to 
the palace, since they formed a large bulk,” and in 
accordance with the hoca’s reply he had them thrown 
away. This defense notwithstanding, Mehmed Bey was 
exiled to Cyprus, where he served his sentence as a 
prisoner in the castle (kalebend).53

The religious textiles we have been considering, 
which have survived in relatively well-preserved con-
dition, are now registered in the Holy Relics Depart-
ment of the Topkapæ Palace Museum, having previ-
ously been kept in the Hærka-i Saadet (Holy Mantle) 
Department of the Armory Treasury (Silahdar Hazi-
nesi)54 and then transferred to the creamery (yaqhane) 
of the Palace Kitchens after it was restored and trans-
formed into the Costume and Textile Depot of the 
museum (1959–60).55

The duty of sending the surre procession, which 
had originally been given to the Darüssaade Aqalaræ 
(Chief Black Eunuchs) and financed by the Hara-
mayn endowments of the Enderun (inner court of the 
Imperial Palace) from 1587 onwards, was transferred 
to the Haremeyn Evkaf Nezareti (Secretary of Haramayn 

Fig. 20. Technical repeat unit of Topkapæ Palace Museum 24/631 (left) and 24/1198 (right). (Author’s schematic render-
ing)

Endowments) in 1836.56 Hence there are covers and 
documents related to the surre in the archives of the 
Turkish Republic Prime Ministry, the Topkapæ Pal-
ace Museum, and the General Directorate of Pious 
Endowments. It is not only the covers that are widely 
scattered and found in pieces; the same is true of 
the documentation relating to them. For example, a 
Ka{ba curtain and belt are kept in the Pious Endow-
ments Calligraphic Arts Museum in Beyazæt, Istanbul, 
whereas there are materials for another Ka{ba cur-
tain, some kiswas, and bands for separating curtains 
in the Pious Endowments Directorate in Ankara, in 
the form of unused rolls.57 If we take into consider-
ation the pieces distributed to mosques and mausole-
ums as well as those in private houses and museums 
of various countries, the total number of these cov-
ers must be much greater than we have so far been 
able to record.58

Reuses of the Haramayn textiles

Some of the covers brought back from the Haramayn 
are intact, while others are in pieces. During the month 
of the Great Pilgrimage (Hacc-æ Ekber), when the Friday 
sermon was delivered in Istanbul at the same time as 
on Mount Arafat near Mecca, the covers were kept 
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whole, while later they might be torn or cut up and 
distributed to pilgrims, mosques, and tombs, or framed 
and hung, or reused as pu×ide (coffin covers).59

Their most frequent form of reuse was as coffin 
covers: they were placed either at the head of coffins 
or fully covering them. Coffin covers now in the Top-
kapæ Palace Museum deserve attention for the labels 
on their linings, which allow us to decipher that they 
came from the coffins of, e.g., Murad and {Abdullah, 
sons of Süleyman I, and Hatice Sultan, daughter of 
Selim I (24/401, 24/403, 24/404). These coffins are in 
the Øehzadeler Türbesi (Tomb of the Royal Princes), 
built in 1522–23 in the courtyard of Selim I’s mosque 
in Istanbul.60 There are many other religious textiles 
in the Topkapi Palace Museum that are likewise clas-
sified as coffin covers but that lack labels.61

Manuscript paintings in various private and museum 
collections provide visual evidence of the reuse of 

Haramayn textiles as coffin covers. In the Tarºƒ-i Sul«¸n 
Süleym¸n of the Süleym¸nn¸me of Lokman, for instance, 
there is a depiction of the funeral of Süleyman I, 
showing the cortege to his türbe in the courtyard of 
the Süleymaniye Mosque, where the sultan is to be 
buried. The coffin is covered with a piece of a black 
kiswa and a red textile of the sort used in the interior 
of the Ka{ba.62 A similar reuse of Haramayn textiles 
as coffin covers is shown in numerous other late-six-
teenth-century illustrated manuscripts.63 

In addition to coffin covers, the Topkapæ Palace 
Museum collection also includes coffin sheaths—made 
to wrap coffins rather than simply covering their tops—
that feature zigzag textiles. One such coffin sheath 
(24/900) includes three different fragments of zig-
zag design, all dating from the sixteenth century, with 
black, red, and brown grounds. The label of the sheath 
indicates that it was made for the coffin of one of the 

Fig. 21. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover (detail). Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/453. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the 
Topkapæ Palace Museum)
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Fig. 22. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 13/1647. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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Fig. 23. Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/528. (Author’s photo: used with permission of the Topkapæ 
Palace Museum)
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Fig. 24. Qur}an case made from a Ravza-æ Mutahhara cover. Topkapæ Palace Museum, 24/648 (Author’s photo: used with 
permission of the Topkapæ Palace Museum)
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two sons of Muhyiddin al-{Arabi (the renowned Ibn 
al-{Arabi, d. 1240), who with their sister are buried in 
their father’s türbe in Salihiyya, Damascus.64 

The next most frequent reuse of these religious tex-
tiles is in the form of pieces cut into either rectan-
gular or square shapes, lined, bordered in silk satin, 
and hung on walls (13/1637).

A short kaftan made of a textile woven for the 
Ravza-æ Mutahhara (13/1658) is unique in its design 
scheme, consisting of  pear-shaped medallions, a nar-
row zigzag band with a Kufic inscription, a wide zig-
zag band, and another narrow zigzag band, repeated 
in order on a dark brownish-green ground. The pear-
shaped medallions are decorated in cream and red 
and richly outlined in r¢mº; inside the medallion is 
inscribed wa-kaf¸ bi’ll¸h shahºdan Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h 
(and God is sufficient as a witness [the end of Qur}an 
4:79]; Muhammad is the Prophet of God). The wide 
zigzag band contains the shah¸da; in the narrow band 
below is ra¤iya All¸hu ta{¸l¸ {an Abº Bakr wa-{Umar 
wa-{Uthm¸n wa-{Alº wa-{an baqiyyat al-ªa¥¸ba ajma{ºn; 
and in the band above appears Qur}an 9:33/61:9. The 
shah¸da is woven in cream outlined in red, as are the 
zigzag bands bordering the inscriptions. 

Among the other reused religious textiles in the col-
lection is a cushion woven on red-ground silk (24/646); 
a key bag made from a textile of the palmette group (I) 
on a dark brownish-green ground (24/2005);65 a skull-
cap from red-ground cloth of the pot-shaped medal-
lion group (IX), to which has been added a narrow 
zigzag band (13/972);66 and a Qur}an case (24/648) 
from fabric of the dated group (IV) (fig. 24).67 Such 
items enrich the Topkapæ Palace Museum collection 
alongside Haramayn textiles in their original form. 

CONCLUSION

The textiles considered in this article, prepared for 
and sent to the Haramayn in the name of the Otto-
man state, can be of a quality equal to that of textiles 
woven for the palace. In function, however, they belong 
to a separate category: their carefully chosen inscrip-
tions—consisting of prayers, hadith, and Qur}anic 
verses—relate to the holy places where they were used. 
The Qur}anic texts we have encountered in the col-
lection holdings of Ravza-æ Mutahhara textiles are as 
follows:

Qur}an 2 (Baqara): 144
Qur}an 4 (Nis¸}): 79 

Qur}an 9 (Tawba): 33, identical in wording to 61:9 
Qur}an 61 (Õaff): 9
Qur}an 16 (Na¥l): 123
Qur}an 28 (Qiª¸ª): 88 
Qur}an 33 (A¥z¸b): 40, 56
Qur}an 48 (Fat¥): 28
Qur}an 55 (Ra¥m¸n): 26, 27
Qur}an 108 (Kawthar) 
Qur}an 112 (Ikhl¸ª) 

The scripts used include Kufic, naskh, thuluth, and 
monumental thuluth. The inscriptions were probably 
prepared by the calligraphers of the era and passed 
on to the textile designers for incorporation into the 
zigzag format; empty spaces in the inscriptions were 
often filled in with smaller floral patterns to balance 
the writing, in keeping with considerations of full 
and void space characteristic of all Ottoman decora-
tive arts. The decline of Ottoman weaving in general 
from the eighteenth century onwards—the decrease 
in weft and warp counts, design deterioration, loss 
of color consistency, and lessening of silk quality—is 
reflected in these textiles. The use of Jacquard looms 
to weave nineteenth-century examples both increased 
and accelerated their production.   

 While the presence on earlier examples of palmette 
motifs and Kufic script reflects Mamluk influence, 
the introduction of floral ornamentation and cursive 
inscriptions, the increase in the number of technical 
repeat units, and the elongation of the designs are 
characteristically Ottoman developments. 

 In conclusion, the religious textiles considered 
here, some of them, according to the documentation 
quoted above by Faroqhi,68 woven in Egypt, and oth-
ers in Istanbul and eventually Hereke, reflect imperial 
Ottoman taste from the sixteenth century onward—
an indication that their designs were prepared by the 
nakka×hane (court designers’ workshop) before being 
sent elsewhere to be woven. Consideration of the 
designs, patterning, and content and distribution of 
the inscriptions allows us to trace the artistic devel-
opment of these religious covers from the sixteenth 
to the twentieth century.

Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Istanbul 
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